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Magnigel



OUR NATURAL MATERIALS



HIGH-TECH CORE MATERIALS

INNOVATION NEVER SLEEPS
All materials are OEKO-TEX®-certified, which stands as a guarantee that they are free from
substances that are toxic or harmful for human and the environment.

ELIOSOFT FOAM
Intricately designed, breathable foam for extra 
cushioning and comforting experience.

  
MAGNIFOAM BREEZE
Magnifoam Breeze is a breathable foam that is highly 
resistant and non-deformable over time. It is available 
in two versions: Eliosoft Breeze, for a soft support, and 
Elioform Breeze, for a sturdier support. It is enriched 
with eucalyptus extract, which enhances the 
sensation of wellness and freshness. A sheer breeze of 
pleasure.

MEMOFORM
Memoform is the most anatomical of all the materials 
we use in production and is designed to react to 
the weight of the body and to adapt perfectly 
to any type of build. This characteristic generates a pleasant 
feeling of ease and lightness while a person is asleep and 
helps the spine relax.

MAGNIGEL FOAM
Magnigel Foam is the evolution of the first-generation gel, 
created in Magniflex's labs after years of research and 
specific tests. It is the most breathable and flexible material 
on the market. Its high-density makes it extraordinarily soft 
and comfortable, ensuring perfect support for the whole 
body. Magnigel Foam gives the mattress a feeling of 
freshness and softness, making you feel as though you are 
lying down on a cloud.

ELIOFORM
Exclusively crafted with high-density microcellular foam for 
a complete orthopaedic and supportive feature that 
enables high breathability.

MALLOW FOAM
Mallow has anti-inflammatory, calming and soothing 
properties that make this material a source of 
well-being for the nervous system. 
Experience soft and comfortable support 

that is ideal for your body.
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ADVANCED FABRICS

OUTLAST®
It is a thermoregulatory fabric that was originally 
applied to the astronauts' space suits. The technology 
enclosed inside employs phase change materials. That 
is, inside there are millions of spheres made with a 
special wax that melts at a temperature of 36 degrees. 
As soon as the body temperature starts to rise, the 
technology goes into action, absorbing the excess heat. 
When the temperature starts to fall, the balls inside the 
material start to consolidate and release the 
accumulated heat. Thus, the ideal temperature remains 
constant and increases the regularity of your sleep.

VISCOSE
Viscose is a soft, silky fabric made from the 
purified cellulose of trees. It is extremely soft and 
silky and absorbs moisture rapidly, ensuring 
highly breathable mattresses and pillows.

WOOD
This pure cellulose yarn is ecological, healthy and is 
made from a careful mixture of timbers. It differs from 
other cellulose fabric due to the soft feel and its 
heat-regulating, odour-proof properties and its 
breathability.

   

COOLMAX®
COOLMAX® is a high-performance fabric that 
uses an innovative fiber that stabilizes the 
body’s moisture levels. Due to its special 
properties, COOLMAX® checks and 
regulates both skin temperature and body 
hydration and dries more rapidly than other 
fabric, keeping the body dry and cool.

SATIN VISCOSE
Viscose is a soft, silky fabric made from the 
purified cellulose of trees. It is extremely soft and 
silky and absorbs moisture rapidly. ensuring 
highly breathable mattresses and pillows.

TENCEL FABRIC 
Tencel fabric is more resistant to wrinkling 
due to the silky smooth texture. It also tends 
to sleep cooler than cotton sheets, making 
them a good choice for hot sleepers.



EXCLUSIVE HEALTH BENEFITS

ZERO PRESSURE POINT
The patented memoform provides 
relief from painful stress points caused
while lying down.

ANTI-BACTERIAL, 
ANTI-DUSTMITE
Good for skin sensitive to dust allergies.

OPTIMUM BACK SUPPORT
These mattresses are designed to 
adapt to your body shape and type to 

provide the best support to your back.

ANTI-ALLERGY FABRIC
We use anti-bacterial, anti-dustmite and 
anti-fungus treated fabrics that have zero 
effect on sensitive skin.

ODOURLESS FABRIC
Made with materials always fresh and
ready to use.

 

ANTI-FUNGUS TREATED
Build with fabrics and material with 
anti-fungal properties. 
 

BABY SAFE 
OEKO-TEX STANDARD 100 Annexure
4 certifies all products as safe for babies.



WE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN IN FAVOR OF
A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE.



 

 

-Marco Magni, President, Owner - Magniflex 

"DON'T SLEEP MORE. 
 SLEEP BETTER TO LIVE LONGER"



 

MATTRESSES



HEIGHT : 30 CM(12 INCHES THICK)  

FABRIC : SATIN VISCOSE                 

COMFORT   LEVEL : MEDIUM SOFT

WARRANTY    : 20 YEARS

VIRTUOSO

FOR THE ONES WHO HAVE
EVERYTHING ELSE IN LIFE

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Precious natural materials, natural breathable 
materials, extra comfort, Warm side/Cool side, 
embracing natural Thermo-regulating, 5 Zone 
support, Airyform technology 

INTERNAL STRUCTURE 
Padding winter side in Cashmere, Merino wool, 
Camel hair wool, Horse hair; Layer in Memoform 
HD 4 cm, Elioform Breeze 19 cm, Memoform
HD 4 cm, Padding Summer side in Silk, Linen, 
Horse hair, Cotton

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX, MADE IN ITALY, CE

What you sleep on shouldn'tbe any lesser than 
the finer things you have achieved over the years. 
Virtuoso is a part of Magniflex’s collection, one 
that combines elegant and rare natural fabrics 
with the goal  to make your rest unique under the 
emblem of carefully handcrafted Florentine Lily. 



MATERIAL USED IN VIRTUOSO LUXURY MATTRESS

THE FRESHNESS OF LINEN
Linen is the most suitable fiber for filling 
the summer side of a mattress since it offers a sensation 
of freshness when in contact with the skin. Besides, 
the molecular structure of linen absorbs the moisture 
released by the body during sleep and lets it evaporate.

RARE CAMEL FIBER
Camel fiber is ideal for winter padding because 
its structure contains hygroscopic properties that 
absorb and dissipate the body’s moisture and retain heat. 
The result is a microclimate that is always dry 
and pleasant.

SILK MON AMOUR
Silk is among the world’s most beloved fabrics and is 
undoubtedly the thinnest natural fiber. Thin and strong, 
it is able to resist deformation, remaining soft and 
pleasant to the touch. Silk is also the fabric of choice 
because, being an excellent insulator, it keeps you warm 

during the winter and cool in the summer.

THE LUXURY OF NATURAL CASHMERE

Cashmere is a very soft animal fiber that withstands dirt 
and, above all, dust. Its extraordinary capacity to trap air 
gives it a high degree of heat insulation which ensures 
constant  warmth even in winter.

SPECIFICATIONS 

MERINO WOOL, THE NOBLE FIBER
Merino wool is one of the finest animal fibers that is 

obtained from shearing the best sheep for their wool. 
This fiber is extremely thin, soft to the touch and allows 
the skin to breathe.

AN ANCIENT SECRET: HORSEHAIR
Horsehair, taken from the animal’s tail or mane, is a fiber 
that has been used for generations to form the 
upholstery of beds and mattresses. This fiber is 
extremely durable and elastic, never loses its natural 
flexibility and easily regains the original shape of the 
mattress night after night for a comfortable and 
refreshing sleep. The horsehair also absorbs moisture to 

ensure a dry sleep environment.

NATURAL COTTON
Cotton is a natural fiber, soft but durable. This material 
stands out for its great breathability, which keeps it cool 
when in contact with the skin. Cotton also stays dry, 
thanks to its structure which helps absorb moisture.



SAD THAT YOU CAN'T FLAUNT 

IT LIKE THE OTHER FINER THINGS YOU OWN

You can show off big brands and glittering names. And you 
will wish to flaunt your  mattress too, if it is a Magniflex.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 
Dual Core, Thermo-regulating, 

extra comfort, embracing, medium support

INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Memoform padding 2 cm, padding in super 
soft fibre, Eliosoft 10 cm, Elioform 10 cm, 
Removable Memoform topper 6 cm

Certifications
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

HEIGHT : 30 CM (12 INCHES )

FABRIC : OUTLAST / VISCOSE 

COMFORT LEVEL : MEDIUM FIRM / FIRM

WARRANTY    : 12 YEARS

BENEFITS
Snug, Breathable, Extra Comfort, Soft to the touch,

Thermoregulating, Removable and washable cover

VISCOSE FABRIC SUPER SOFT FIBRE OUTLAST FABRICDUAL CORE  TECHNOLOGY

ARMONIA MEMOFORM DUAL

MATERIALS USED



SOFT - SOFT FIRM- FIRM SOFT - FIRM

ERGONOMIC & 
ORTHOPEDIC

ECO-FRIENDLY

HYPOALLERGENIC 
FABRIC

WASHABLE AND 
REMOVABLE COVERS 
WITH ZIPPER

THERMO 
REGULATING

ANTI-BACTERIAL 
& ANTI-DUSTMITE

SPECIFICATIONS 





MAGNIGEL DUAL FIRM

INTERNAL STRUCTURE

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

MEMOFORM ELIOFORM MAGNIGEL FOAM

A MATTRESS THAT WORKS LIKE AN
AIR CONDITIONER!
They say, a well-rested mind is a well-rested body.The 
Magnigel model does exactly that. The materials with which 
it is crafted offer lightness, freshness and support. It not only 
relaxes your body but cools the mind as well.

MATERIALS USED

Padding in Magnigel foam 1 cm, Memoform1 cm and Super soft 
fibre, Elioform 15 cm, Memoform 2 cm, Magnigel foam 1 cm

DUAL CORE  TECHNOLOGY

HEIGHT : 21 CM [8 INCHES]

FABRIC  : VISCOSE 

COMFORT LEVEL : MEDIUM FIRM/FIRM                

WARRANTY    : 10 YEARS



INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Eliosoft with patented stretch core – 5 cm, 
Elioform with patented stretch core – 8 cm 
Elioform – 8 cm,Padding in Memoform 1 cm 
and Hypoallergenic Fiber

CERTIFICATIONS
ACA, University of  Zaragoza 
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

LONG LASTING

CERTIFIED 

MATTRESS

VISCOSE FABRIC

EXCELLENT 

COMPOSITION

OUTLAST FABRIC

MAGNISTRETCH

ERGONOMIC & 

ORTHOPEDIC

A SUPERIOR MATTRESS BY ANY STRETCH 
OF IMAGINATION
MagniStretch is a well defined mattress. It is built to stretch 
your spine and relax  your body in a wholesome manner.

HEIGHT : 23 CM [9 INCHES]

FABRIC  : OUTLAST/ VISCOSE 

COMFORT LEVEL : MEDIUM FIRM 

WARRANTY    : 12 YEARS 
MATERIALS USED



PATENTED 
TECHNOLOGY

ANTI-ALLERGY 
FABRIC

ANTI-BACTERIAL &
ANTI-DUSTMITE

DRY CLEANANBLE 
MATTRESS COVER

THERMO 
REGULATING

PAIN RELIEF 
FORMULA

BENEFITS
1. Reduces back and neck pain
2. Revitalizes discs during sleep due to an improved 
     blood flow
3. Stretches and decompresses the spinal column

HOW IT WORKS
1. The special layers with tilted sections adapts to the 
     body's pressure
2. It stretches the body from the lower back to the
     cervical area and from the lower back 
     towards the feet
3. Gently stretches your back, neck and legs

SPECIFICATIONS 



MAGNISTRETCH SPORT
SOMETIMES EVEN THE
SPINE NEEDS SUPPORT!

MagniStretch Sport is a product of technology and an innovation 
that has a stretching and decompressing  action to benefit 
your spine.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE

CERTIFICATIONS
ACA, University of Zaragoza,
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

ELIOFORM PATENTED MATERIAL ELIOSOFT

MATERIALS USED

BENEFITS
Patented Stretching System, Breathable, Support divided
into zones, Removable, Washable cover

Eliosoft with patented stretch 5 cm
Elioform with patented stretch 16 cm

HEIGHT :  21 CM [8 INCHES]

FABRIC :  MAGINIFLEX STYLE FABRIC

COMFORT LEVEL :  MEDIUM                

WARRANTY    :  12 YEARS



CAREZZA

EVEN A MATTRESS HAS A LEARNING 

CURVECarezza comes in direct contact with the curves 
of your body. The mattress feels, learns, and adapts.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Eliosoft 15 cm, Memoform 5 cm

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

PATENTED  MEMORY FOAM ELIOSOFT

MATERIALS USED

HEIGHT : 20 CM  [10 INCHES]

FABRIC : VISCOSE       

COMFORT LEVEL : MEDIUM SOFT               

WARRANTY    : 12 YEARS



MASSAGGIO DELUXE
THERE IS SLEEP AND THEN THERE 
IS THERAPEUTIC SLEEP

Massaggio Deluxe gives you exactly that – a very relaxing sleep. 
The serrated surface of the foam that’s built into it, helps in 
better blood circulation and behaves like a massager while 
you sleep.

HEIGHT : 25 CM [10 INCHES] 

FABRIC    : VISCOSE,3D [LOWER SIDE] FABRIC

COMFORT LEVEL : MEDIUM FIRM               

WARRANTY    : 8 YEARS

ELIOFORM MASSAGING  SYSTEM 

INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Padding in hypoallergenic fibre & Memoform with
massaging system, Memoform 2 cm and Elioform 19 cm 

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

MATERIALS USED

BENEFITS
Snug, Breathable, Soft to the touch, Massaging, Multi-zone, 
Mould-resistant, also suitable for storage beds, Removable, 
Washable cover

PATENTED MEMORY FOAM



INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Padding in hypoallergenic fibre &
Memoform, Eliosoft 18 cm

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

PATENTED MEMORY FOAM ELIOSOFT 

MATERIALS USED

MASSAGING  SYSTEM 

MASSAGGIO LIGHT
A MASSEUR, MADE IN ITALY

Massagio Light is padded with a massaging action which 
provides regenerating massage even as you sleep.

BENEFITS
Snug, Breathable, Soft to the touch, Massaging, Multi-zone, 
Mould-resistant, also suitable for storage beds,
Removable, Washable cover

HEIGHT : 21 CM [8 INCHES] 

FABRIC : VISCOSE                 

COMFORTLEVEL : MEDIUM FIRM               

WARRANTY    : 8 YEARS



INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Padding in Hypoallergenic fiber, Memoform with massaging system and
Super Soft Fiber. Eliosoft 5 cm & Elioform 16 cm Japanese Special Fabric

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX, Made in Italy, CE

PATENTED
MEMORY FOAM

ELIOSOFT ELIOFORM SUPER SOFT 
FIBRE

MASSAGING 
SYSTEM

MATERIALS USED

MAGNICOOL FIRM
CHILL OUT!

Welcome to the uniqueness of Magnicool - made with a 
special Japanese fabric that has a temperature regulating 
feature. It has the ability to wick away moisture, maintaining 
a perfect micro climate during sleep for a sensation of 
coolness and freshness. 

BENEFITS
Cool, Temperature-regulating, Cozy, Breathable, Heat
dissipating,  Massaging effect, Multi-zone, Removable,
Washable covers

HEIGHT : 25 CM [10 INCHES] 

FABRIC : MAGNICOOL FABRIC 

COMFORT LEVEL : FIRM               

WARRANTY    : 10 YEARS



ECOPAEDIC

A GREEN MATTRESS THAT COMES 
IN AN ELEGANT GREY
Magniflex presents the Ecopaedic mattress. It's made with 
natural materials and natural wood fabric to provide the right 
temperature when you sleep.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Padding in super soft fibre on both sides,
Memoform layer 3 cm, Elioform 15 cm

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

PATENTED
MEMORY FOAM

SUPER SOFT FIBRE WOOD FABRIC

MATERIALS USED

HEIGHT : 20 CM [8 INCHES] 

FABRIC : WOOD FABRIC       

COMFORTLEVEL : FIRM               

WARRANTY    : 10 YEARS



INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Padding in memoform and hypoallergenic fibre. 
Elioform 10 cm and Eliosoft 6 cm

VITALE DOLCE

THERE’S AN AIR ABOUT THIS MATTRESS.

Vitale Dolce comes with an inner layer with a checkered 
structure  built to support the five main parts of the body. 

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX®, MADE IN ITALY

MATERIALS USED

ELIOSOFT ELIOFORM CHECKERED SYSTEM

HEIGHT : 18 CM  

FABRIC : MAGNIFLEX STYLE  FABRIC                 

COMFORT   LEVEL : FIRM               

WARRANTY    : 8 YEARS



RICORDO

IF ONLY YOUR BACK HAD A SAY!

It would recommend Ricordo.Built with soft fabrics and
sturdy inner materials, this can easily be the country's best 
orthopaedic mattress.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE
Padding in 2 cm memoform & hypoallergenic fibre, Elioform layer 17 cm

CERTIFICATIONS
OEKO-TEX, Made in Italy.

PATENTED MEMORY FOAMELIOFORM

MATERIALS USED

HEIGHT : 20 CM [8 INCHES] 

FABRIC : VISCOSE                 

COMFORT LEVEL : MEDIUM FIRM               

WARRANTY    : 10 YEARS



ERGO TRE ELECTRICAL BED



The Ergo Tre Fixed adjustable base created by Magniflex 
consists of a structure in silver beech wood and ergonomically 
shaped plates that help to distribute the body’s weight evenly on 
the entire surface.

FEATURES  
Wireless, Ergonomic plates for differentiated support of 
the body, Customized firmness adjusters, Corner bumpers, 
Rubber shock absorbers, Mattress retainers, and Separate adjustment 
of the height of the head, shoulders, torso, and legs.The bed base in 
the double version can be ordered as a single support surface or
as two separate bases to be placed side by side. Starting with the size 
dimensions of 160 x190cm. Each part moves independently of one 
other (order cable Y for the single movement mechanism).

SUPPORTING FRAME
The plates distribute the weight evenly over the entire surface 
occupied by your body while lying down and special shock absorbers 
respond to the body’s weight based on key pressure points.
The firmness adjusters on the plates allow you to adjust the firmness of 
the adjustable base based on your individual preferences, so that you 
have adequate support and can enjoy a refreshing and rebalancing 
rest. Thanks to the double joints and the handy remote control,
you can independently adjust the height (and therefore the type of 

comfort) of the head, shoulders, torso and legs.

MATTRESS RETAINERS
The retainers at the bottom of the adjustable base keep the mattress
 by sliding off the bed base.

MOTOR UNIT
The motor built into each adjustable base -allow it to easily lift up to 110/120 kg.
The motor allows you to separately adjust the height of the head  and legs.

PERIMETER STRUCTURE
The adjustable base consists of a silver-colored beech wood structure. 
The height of the frame is 7×2.5cm. In addition, there is a bumper around 
the rounded corners to smoothen out the hard edges and protect the shins.

SUPPORT LEGS
The single and double version are supported by 4 legs each 30cm in height.                



OVER 30% OF YOUR EXPERIENCE OF BEING 
WELL-RESTED DEPENDS ON YOUR PILLOW.



PILLOWS AND ACCESSORIES



MEMORY FOAM- RELAX STANDARD
Good sleep and good sleeping posture are also supported by the right pillow. 
A pillow with patented memory foam is long-lasting, easy to use, and implements 
weight-induced technology.This exclusive feature helps provide great support 
for your cervical area. With anti-dustmite and antibacterial-treated covers, one can
ensure safe and hygienic sleep. Made with patented material, Magniflex ensures 
odourless, easy-to-clean, and easy-to-maintain pillows. Experience a memory foam  
pillow with many benefits.

MAGNIGEL DELUXE STANDARD
Experienced heat and sticky head in the middle of your sleep? 
If yes, you may be sleeping on the wrong pillow. Magniflex Magnigel mattress
 uses a highly breathable material that helps dispose of the heat and allows great 
movement of air circulation. One pillow that comes with many qualities, 
highly recommended by the doctors, fabrics that are hypoallergenic, anti-fungal, 
and anti-dust mite treated makes you sleep deeper every night.  



VIRTUOSO MALLOW STANDARD
The pillows are part of sleep essentials and hold equal importance in 

your bedroom just as your mattress. So why compromise on the best 

pillow for the best sleep.  A pillow that helps calm your nervous systems 

providing you with undisrupted  sleep makes your day energetic and 

vibrant. The nervous system is the most important part of human 

well-being and when taken care of with the excellent support of a 

Virtuoso Mallow pillow, life is as beautiful and healthy as you can  think 

of. Easy pillow covers with zippers which are easily dry cleanable.

RELAX WAVE
The cervical spine needs extra care and support for a good night’s rest. 

Waking up with a stiff neck can impact your daily routine. Pillows with 

ergonomic design take care of your neck and provide soothing 

properties that work excellent on your nervous system. Double comfort 

cervical pillow by Magniflex, takes care of your neck, shoulder, head, and 

spinal system.Viscose fabric which allows excellent air circulation 

through the night removes sweat and moisture. So finally a pillow that 

lets you sleep undisturbed without turning and twisting.



 ACCESSORIES



MAGNIFLEX TRAVEL PILLOW
A Magniflex pillow made with patented materials that are odourless 
and its anti-bacterial and anti-dust mite-treated fabric is perfect for 
all skin types and safe for kids. 

WATERPROOF SPONGE 
PROTECTOR
COVER : Sponge
BENEFITS : Waterproof, Hypoallergenic
EXTRA :  Perimeter elastic, Washable
UPPER PART :  93 % Polyester, 7% Polyurethane
SIDE :  100% Polyester



REGISTERED OFFICE:

Polyflex India (P) Ltd.
No.5 & 6 Royal park Building, Tasker Town, Shivajinagar, Bengaluru-560 051
P: +91 80 42127118 / 4212 7093 | F: +91 80 4212 7093
www.magniflexindia.com 

For more information: Call us at +91 9986156975 or
email us at customercare@magniflexindia.com


